Rag Men: A Post Apocalyptic Thriller

This is what the beginning of the end looks
like.They call it the Qilu virus. It came
from the East, from somewhere along the
Yellow River in China. It swept across the
world within weeks, turning normal people
into savage lunatics. There is nothing
anyone can do to stop it.Former boxer,
Colin Ross, is determined to flee the
mountain town of Wenatchee, Wa, before
it is devastated by the virus, but to do it he
must survive trigger-happy police, hordes
of the infected, and the brutal winter
cold.By turns profound and profane, Rag
Men is a tense and chilling tour de force.
Rocky Alexander writes with genuine
heart, and a knack for orchestrating the
chaos of the apocalypse that is simply
stunning. A top notch glimpse at the end of
the world as we know it.--Joe McKinney,
Bram Stoker Award-winning author of The
Savage Dead and Dog Days.A captivating
world where innocence and humanity are
challenged by vein-freezing horrors.
--Vincenzo Bilof, author of the Zombie
Ascension series.
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would be doing next, so all the information was there really.RAG MEN is available for a limited time on Amazon for
only 99 cents! Rag Men: A Post Apocalyptic Thriller. This is what the beginning of the end looks like.
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